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HIGHLIGHTS
A metal-free electrocatalyst for
the reduction of O2 is prepared
The catalysts displays high
selectivity toward the formation of
H 2 O2
The catalyst’s selectivity remains
excellent over a wide pH range

Fornasiero and colleagues describe an alternative strategy for producing
hydrogen peroxide through a more sustainable method than the current synthetic
approaches. The strategy relies on the use of electrocatalysis, made possible by
the use of a catalyst with high efficiency and selectivity toward H2O2 formation. The
prepared material is particularly appealing because it does not contain any metal,
implying a greener and cheaper synthetic scheme.
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SUMMARY

The Bigger Picture

Electrochemical oxygen reduction (ORR) is a challenging approach for the
sustainable production of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) and is also a reaction of
relevance in fuel-cell applications. Here, we propose an outstanding metalfree electrocatalyst for the unexpectedly selective ORR to H2O2, consisting of
graphitized N-doped single-wall carbon nanohorns (CNHs). The catalyst can
operate at acidic pH to a faradic efficiency as high as 98%, but it also
shows excellent performance at either physiological or alkaline pH. Moreover,
the very positive onset potentials observed at all pH values investigated
(+0.40 V, +0.53 V, and +0.71 V at pH 1.0, 7.4, and 13.0, respectively), good
stability, and excellent reproducibility make this material a benchmark catalyst
for ORR to H2O2. The outstanding activity arises from a combination of several
factors, such as CNH-dependent facilitation of electron delivery, suitable
porosity, and a favorable distribution of the types of N atoms.

The versatility of hydrogen
peroxide as a chemical for a wide
range of applications justifies its
heavy industrial production.
Hydrogen peroxide is currently
produced through the
anthraquinone process, which is
an energy-intensive process
relying on the use of a precious
metal (palladium). Therefore,
there is huge interest in finding
alternative low-cost and lowenergy synthetic schemes.
Electrocatalytic processes
exploiting the reduction of
molecular O2 are undoubtedly of
high appeal, particularly if they
can rely on electrocatalysts based
on metal-free materials.

INTRODUCTION
The importance of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is witnessed by its very large annual
production, approaching 4 3 106 tons worldwide for many end uses. The current industrial manufacturing of H2O2 relies on the anthraquinone process,1 which is associated with low sustainability. On the other hand, plasma-assisted2,3 or metal-catalyzed4–6 direct formation of H2O2 from H2 and O2 is possible, but it is a potentially
explosive reaction. A very promising approach is the utilization of a fuel-cell device
to simultaneously provide electricity and selectively carry out on-site O2 electroreduction (ORR) to H2O2 at the cathode.7 Efficient catalysts based on noble metals
have been accurately designed to perform ORR at convenient electric potentials
and with moderate to good faradic efficiency (FE).8,9 An immediate outlook for industrial convenience points toward the use of systems not relying on expensive
precious metals, thus strongly encouraging the development of metal-free electrocatalysts. Carbon-based materials have established themselves in recent years as
front runners in energy applications10 and in particular to replace precious metalbased electrocatalytic conversions.11 A definite advantage for electrocatalytic
ORR is to perform N doping of carbon material because appropriately introduced
N atoms are efficient catalytically active sites for the reaction.12 For example,
N-doped carbon nanotube (CNT) arrays have been reported as very competitive catalysts for ORR.13 However, the traditional N-doped carbon-based catalysts are
known to favor the four-electron pathway for reduction of O2, generating water as
the main product.14–16
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The electrocatalytic reduction of
O2 is also of high interest from an
energy perspective for fuel-cell
development. Hence, the
development of an electrocatalyst
able to selectively reduce O2 to
H2O2 potentially has a double
utility, provided that the catalytic
reaction occurs at low applied
overpotentials and the material
possesses long-term stability and
high current efficiency.

Here, we report the synthesis of a catalytic system based on graphitized singlewall carbon nanohorns (CNHs)17 with a high degree of N doping (g-N-CNHs),
accessed via coating and controlled annealing of polydopamine (PDA), that exhibits an outstanding performance for the electroreduction of O2 to H2O2, overcoming the latest precious metal- and carbon-based catalysts. ORR by this
metal-free carbon catalyst proceeds at very advantageous positive potentials in
a wide pH range (1–13) with a FE as high as 98%. Moreover, the catalyst sustains
a very stable electric current for at least 24 hr for the full range of pH values
tested. The very high performance, stability, low cost, and reproducibility
of the catalyst make this material a state-of-the-art catalyst for O2 electroreduction to H2O2, inspiring a possible alternative and viable pathway for the
sustainable, large-scale synthesis of H2O2 or for developments in fuel-cell
applications.

RESULTS
The g-N-CNH nanomaterial was synthesized through a simple multi-step protocol (Figure 1, top). The CNHs were first oxidized (ox-CNHs) in order to introduce
COOH groups essential for anchoring the N-graphite precursor. The ox-CNHs
were then combined with dopamine hydrochloride, which polymerized on the
surface of the CNHs in aqueous buffer (ox-CNHs@PDA). Finally, the material
was treated thermally at 700 C under an argon atmosphere to graphitize the
PDA18 while preserving the structure of the CNHs. In order to evaluate the
effect of thermal treatment on the structure, composition, and performance of
the calcined material, several other temperatures were used to calcine the
sample: 600 C, 800 C, and 900 C. The sample treated at 600 C did not show
complete graphitization of the PDA shell, and the material turned out to be
an insulator. The materials obtained with a pyrolysis temperature of 800 C and
900 C have the same type of structure as the g-N-CNH catalyst treated at
700 C as can be seen from the transmission electron microscopy (TEM) micrographs (Figure S2) but with compositional differences that were critical to the
performance.
The morphology of the material at different stages of the synthesis was investigated by TEM (Figure 1, bottom; Figure S1). No significant structural changes
were observed after oxidation of the CNHs, whereas after coating with the PDA
polymer, the carbon shell was evident. Finally, annealing produced a core-shell
structure, with a thick layer of N-doped graphitized carbon enveloping the
CNHs. TEM analysis of the final g-N-CNH material confirmed that the CNHs core
structure was not evidently altered by the thermal treatment. Energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDX; Figure 2) confirmed the presence of the three elements
C, N, and O, with C uniformly distributed in the nanocomposite, and N and O appearing enriched and co-localized in the shell structure, as expected for the graphitized PDA coating.
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Figure 1. Scheme of the Synthesis and Relative TEM Analysis
(Top) Scheme of the synthetic protocol to obtain g-N-CNHs.
(Bottom) TEM images of the nanostructured material at each stage of the synthesis.

was further confirmed by inductively coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry
(ICP-OES) of the final sample, where no metal above 0.0005 wt % was found. In
agreement with TGA and ICP-OES, full X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
screening of the materials confirmed that no metals were detected. XPS also provided important information on the atomic hybridization of the three constituent elements C, O, and N (Table 1 and Figure 3D). XPS of p-CNHs showed solely peaks
attributed to the C=C aromatic pattern in the C1s binding energy (BE) range, with
no obvious peaks relative to O or N atoms, whereas the oxidation treatment introduced only a low level of O atoms (Table 1 and Figure S4) and no signal relative
to N atoms. After PDA coating, one signal in the N1s range was observed at BE
(400.0 eV) consistent with a C–N type of bond present in the dopamine monomer.
In excellent agreement with the theoretical N/O ratio of a dopamine molecule, we
found an N:O ratio of 1:2 in the ox-CNHs@PDA material (after subtracting the
5.49% contribution for the O atoms as a result of the first oxidation step). Annealing
of the material produced a significant change, with the appearance of two peaks in
the N1s BE range, which were assigned to an N–C bond (400.3 eV), possibly as a
result of a pyrrolic N, and a C=N bond due to pyridinic units (398.9 eV). Importantly,
no peak relative to quaternary or oxidized N atoms was found in the g-N-CNH sample, whereas in other reported materials,19 pyrrolic or pyridinic N atoms have been
shown to have low stability after high T treatments.20 Moreover, the amount of O
atoms is still considerable, in line with the EDX data, although much lower than
the fresh sample ox-CNHs@PDA. We compared these data with those of materials
obtained by increasing the pyrolysis temperature (800 C and 900 C), named g-NCNHs800 and g-N-CNHs900 in Table 1 and Figure S5. It can be seen that the total
content of N progressively decreases by increasing the calcination temperature, in
accordance with previous reports.21,22 However, the nature of the N atoms (pyrrolic
and pyridinic) and their ratio did not vary with the increased temperature. This is of
central importance as the activity toward ORR is correlated with the N atoms, which
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Figure 2. Further Microscopy Investigation Confirming Composition and Structure
EDX mapping of the three elements C, N, and O and HAADF-STEM of ox-CNHs@PDA (top) and g-N-CNHs (bottom).

was lower in our experiments with g-N-CNHs800 and g-N-CNHs900 (see below), indicating that treatment at 700 C is the best.
In the Raman spectra (Figure 3C), we found the typical signature of nanocarbons,
with the characteristic D band at 1,350 cm1, G band at 1,588 cm1, and the
2D band at 2,700 cm1. Raman analysis confirmed the oxidation of p-CNHs,
because there was a definite increase in the intensity ratio ID/IG, a semiquantitative
parameter often used for assessing the number of defects related to the partial
disruption of the p-extended framework.23 We also noted that after coating with
the PDA polymer, the D, G, and 2D peaks appeared broad, and graphitization
partially restored the original sharpness.
Analysis of the textural properties of the final material g-N-CNHs by N2 physisorption at the temperature of liquid nitrogen revealed a high Langmuir surface area of
481 m2/g. The material presented considerable microporosity, with a type I
isotherm according to IUPAC recommendations (Figure S7)24 that presented no
hysteresis and with a microporous volume of 0.15 cm3/g. The external surface
area calculated from the t-plot was very low (26 m2/g) and therefore the greatest
contribution to the total surface area comes from the microporous surface area
(455 m2/g), as calculated from the difference between the total surface area and
the external surface area. In comparison, N2 physisorption analysis of the oxCNHs (Figure S7) indicated that this material is also extensively microporous,
but with a higher Langmuir area (928 m2/g), as a consequence of the tip opening
process caused by the oxidation treatment, which makes the internal channels of
CNHs available.25 Hence, the covering with the graphite layer results, as expected,
in blocking of the internal space of CNHs and thus a drop in surface area. The
microporous pore volume was also higher in this precursor material (0.18 cm3/g)
and was reduced after covering with PDA and graphitization. Overall, however,
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Figure 3. Physical Characterization of the CNH-Based Materials
(A) TGA under N 2 flow.
(B) TGA under air flow.
(C) Raman of the samples at each synthetic stage.
(D) XPS analysis of g-N-CNHs in the C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s BE ranges.

the area of the final material remained high enough to guarantee efficient adsorption of the O2 molecule.
In order to gain more insight into the mechanistic aspects in terms of ORR selectivity, we synthesized several reference materials. As a first set of reference materials, other carbon nanostructures such as CNTs, carbon nanocones (CNCs), and
graphene oxide (GO) were covered with PDA and annealed under the same conditions. These samples were named g-N-CNTs, g-N-CNCs, and g-N-GO, respectively. The Raman spectra did not differ significantly from those obtained for the
CNH-based material; they showed a narrowing of the D band after the thermal
treatment as a sign of graphitization of the polymeric PDA layer (Figure S9). TGA
profiles also closely resembled those obtained for the CNH-based materials, such
that the graphitized samples showed a lower combustion temperature than the
bare carbon nanostructures (Figure S10). Inspection of the morphology via TEM revealed some differences: with the CNTs, coverage with PDA turned out to be very
homogeneous (like that observed with CNHs), whereas with CNCs and GO, amorphous free-standing carbon aggregates were present to a large extent (Figure S11).
Analysis of the textural properties of the three reference materials showed that they
all were predominantly microporous (type I isotherm, see Figure S8), but the
measured microporous volume was in all cases lower than that of g-N-CNHs. Moreover, both BET (Brunauer, Emmett, and Teller) and Langmuir surface areas were
lower (see Table S2).
We also synthesized a second set of reference materials in order to evaluate whether
a change in the synthetic protocol would affect the type distribution of the N atoms
and in turn the catalytic performance. Hence, in place of PDA, we used two different
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Table 1. XPS Data for All Materials at Each Stage of the Synthetic Protocol
Sample

Core

Atomic %

p-CNHs

C1s

99.10

O1s

0.90

N1s

–

Ox-CNHs

Ox-CNHs@PDA

g-N-CNHs

g-N-CNHs800

g-N-CNHs900

C1s

94.51

O1s

5.49

N1s

–

C1s

73.08

O1s

19.45

N1s

7.47

C1s

90.63

O1s

3.80

N1s

5.56

C1s

93.05

O1s

2.68

N1s

4.27

C1s

93.05

O1s

4.37

N1s

2.57

The atomic percentage of the three constituent atoms for the four materials was calculated by XPS
analysis.

precursors, polypyrrole and polyaniline, and the final catalysts were named
CNHs@Pyrr-700 and CNHs@PANI-700, respectively (the number 700 indicates
the annealing temperature). The materials were characterized by Raman spectroscopy, TGA, TEM, and XPS. From the Raman spectra, similar effects to the PDA-based
materials were observed. TEM inspection revealed that indeed coverage with polypyrrole produced a less defined core-shell structure than g-N-CNHs after annealing,
whereas for CNHs@PANI-700, the difference in morphology was even more stark
(Figure S14). XPS analysis confirmed that the annealed materials present only two
types of N atoms, identified as N pyrrolic and N pyridinic (Figures S6A and S6B).
However, in contrast to the g-N-CNHs, the Npyridinic/Npyrrolic ratio changed (1.13
for g-N-CNHs, 0.85 for CNHs@pyrr-700, and 0.61 for CNHs@PANI-700), as well
as the atomic percentage of the total N atoms (5.56 for g-N-CNHs, 6.54 for
CNHs@pyrr-700, and 6.73 for CNHs@PANI-700) (Table S1).
The electrochemical behavior of g-N-CNHs at the different synthetic stages was first
evaluated by cyclic voltammetry (CV; Figure 4A) between 0.34 and +1.65 V versus
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) in standard conditions. CV was performed in
phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) with a scan rate of 0.050 V s1 under N2. The capacitive
current of ox-CNHs@PDA was lower than that of ox-CNHs or g-N-CNHs. The PDA
layer embedding the carbon nanostructure scaffold therefore acts as an electrical
insulator, hindering the mobility of the charge carrier. Graphitization at 700 C restores the electrical conductivity of the material. The ox-CNH CV trace is characterized by a very broad oxidation peak centered at +0.82 V as a result of the redox process involving oxygen containing functional groups formed during the oxidation
treatment. g-N-CNHs exhibited a reversible electrochemical process characterized
by E1/2 = (Eap + Ecp)/2 = +0.60 V (where Eap and Ecp are the anodic and cathodic peak
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Figure 4. Analysis of the Electrochemical Properties through CV Experiments
(A) CVs obtained on glassy carbon electrode (GCE) modified with ox-CNHs (black line), oxCNHs@PDA (red line), and g-N-CNHs (green line) in 0.10 M PBS (pH 7.4) under N2 .
(B–D) Multicycle (up to 20 cycles) CVs obtained on GCE modified with ox-CNHs (B), ox-CNHs@PDA
(C), and g-N-CNHs (D) in 0.10 M PBS (pH 7.40) under N2 . Scan rate, 0.05 V s 1 .

potentials, respectively). In g-N-CNHs, this redox process can be ascribed to the
presence of different nitrogen functionalities on the graphitic layer. A closer look
into the redox behavior of the three materials was carried out by consecutive CV cycles in the range +0.5 V to +1.5 V (Figures 4B–4D). A slight change of CV profile was
observed after the first cycle for ox-CNHs and g-N-CNHs, probably because of
wetness issues, and successive cycles remained similar (Figures 4A and 4C). In
contrast, the change after the first cycle for ox-CNHs@PDA was much more evident.
In particular, a clear redox process was observed in the first CV, related to the
oxidation and reduction of dopamine and dopaminequinone, respectively,26,27 indicating the presence of non-covalently adsorbed dopamine domains.28 The redox
process was greatly diminished in five successive cycles and then disappeared in
subsequent cycles, a sign that all the reacting supramolecular domains have been
oxidized and polymerized.
The electrocatalytic activity toward O2 reduction to H2O2 was first examined by CV
under a pure O2 flow for all three materials (ox-CNHs, ox-CNHs@PDA, and g-NCNHs). For ox-CNHs and ox-CNHs@PDA, the activation proceeds at much more
negative potentials and with lower current than with the final material (g-N-CNHs).
More in-depth analysis was therefore performed only on g-N-CNHs. Figure 5 shows
the electrocatalytic activity of g-N-CNHs at three different pH values (1.0, 7.4, and
13.0) after subtraction of the background current measured under N2. At all three
pH values, clear activation was observed, although it occurred at three different potential values. The peak current density at alkaline pH was slightly lower than that at
acidic or neutral pH, but on the other hand, the most favorable potential was obtained by operating at pH 13.0, with an onset potential of +0.71 V (Table 2).
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Figure 5. Electrochemical Analysis of the O2 Reduction through Cyclic Voltammetry
Background-subtracted CVs obtained on GCE modified with g-N-CNHs at pH 1.0 in 0.1 M H 2 SO4
(red line), at pH 7.4 in 0.10 M phosphate buffer solution (green line), and at pH 13.0 in 0.1 M NaOH
(blue line) under pure O 2 . Scan rate, 0.05 V s1 .

However, also at pH 1.0 and 7.4, the onset potentials are very positive, confirming
the flexibility of the catalyst to work under different pH regimes and with excellent
efficiency.
Figures S15 and S16 show the CVs measured for g-N-CNHs800 and g-N-CNHs900
and the relative cathodic current profiles after subtraction of the capacitive currents.
The current densities were lower than those of g-N-CNHs at all three pHs as a
consequence of the lower levels of N atoms. However, the onset potentials in
both g-N-CNHs800 and g-N-CNHs900 were slightly more positive, presumably
because of the increased level of graphitization of the carbon shell by annealing
the PDA layer at higher temperatures, which favors the reduction process. Hence,
the optimum thermal treatment is related to the final utilization of the material:
higher annealing temperature decreases the energetic barrier for the ORR but is
detrimental for the selectivity toward H2O2.
We performed rotating disk electrode (RDE) experiments (Figure S17) to confirm the
reduction product identity in each medium and obtain the number of electrons
involved in the reduction process. The linearity of the Koutecky-Levich (K-L) plots
(Figure S18) implies a first-order reaction toward dissolved O2 at each set pH. The
values of n calculated were 2.6 G 0.2, 2.0 G 0.1, and 3.1 G 0.2 at pH 1.0, 7.4,
and 13.0, respectively.29 In order to confirm the selectivity of the process, we performed rotating ring disk electrode (RRDE) experiments under the same pH conditions. The number of electrons n calculated (Equation 1) from the ratio of disk and
ring currents were 2.4 and 3.2 at pH 1.0 and 13.0, respectively (Tables 2 and S3).
The values are consistent with the RDE experiments.
n = 4  2ðIR =NÞ

(Equation 1)

Hence, at lower pH, where the proton concentration is higher, the reduction of O2
leads mainly to H2O2, involving the required two electrons, whereas the higher
number of electrons involved at alkaline pH indicates that the process is less selective toward H2O2 production.
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Table 2. Values of the Various Electrocatalytic Parameters at Each Applied pH
jnorm (mA mg1)

Ne (RRDE)

3.6

8.7

2.4

0.40

2.3

5.5

2.1a

0.59

1.79

4.3

3.2

pH

ORRonset (V)

Epeak (V)

1.0

0.40

0.18

7.4

0.53

13.0

0.71

jpeak (mA cm2)

The potential values reported in the table refer to the RHE reference electrode. The current density
values are normalized by the electroactive surface area obtained with hydroquinone as redox probe
(see Supplemental Information). Further normalization by the amount of catalyst is also reported.
a
The RRDE experiments performed in neutral media were affected by instability problems of the ring current attributed to phosphate surface adsorption; the Ne value was derived from Koutecky-Levich plots
obtained with the same experimental setup.

On the basis of the CV data, bulk electrolysis experiments were then performed in
each medium in order to quantify the as-formed H2O2 product (Figures 6A–6C).
Three different applied potentials were explored to optimize conditions. In particular, each fixed potential at each pH was chosen on the basis of the values observed
for the onset potential, calculated by the tangent method, and the peak potential in
the CV. In all three cases, higher FEs were obtained by working at more positive potentials. The highest FEs were obtained by working at pH 1.0 at a potential of +0.30 V
versus RHE. FEs obtained at pH 7.4 and 13.0 were also very good, and such FEs were
achieved operating at very positive controlled potentials.
By considering the set potential and the FEs obtained, the present catalyst outperforms the most recently reported state-of-the-art catalysts, working particularly well
under acidic conditions (see Table S4 and Figure S20). As a comparison, all the reference materials were tested as catalysts under acidic conditions (conditions of
maximum FE of g-N-CNHs). The samples based on different nanocarbons, g-NCNTs, g-N-CNCs, and g-N-GO showed much reduced FEs toward H2O2 of 20%,
39%, and 25%, respectively. The FE for the polypyrrole- and polyaniline-derived catalysts was 6% and 65%, respectively.
In many reported cases, the long-term stability of electrocatalysts for H2O2 evolution
is severely compromised as the accumulation of H2O2 in solution leads to etching of
the catalyst. Other factors can also be involved, such as the reaction conditions,
including the pH, the working potentials, and the oxygen radicals, which can evolve
by other parallel O2 reduction reactions or species deriving from the decomposition
reactions involving H2O2 itself. In order to evaluate the long-term performance of
g-N-CNHs, long-term bulk electrolysis experiments were carried out (Figures 6D
and 6E). The potential was set at the value where the FE% was highest in each
medium: +0.30 V at pH 1.0, +0.45 V at pH 7.4, and +0.65 V at pH 13.0.
In the first 6 hr, the FEs at pH 1.0 and 13.0 remained almost constant (Figure 6D),
such that deactivation took place only after the sixth hour. By working at pH 7.4,
the FE over time decreased much more steeply. Overall, however, the 24-hr-long experiments gave a stable current at all pH values. Thus, the drop in FE% is not related
to the stability of the material but is most likely a result of the further reduction of
H2O2 to H2O over long experimental times (favored at alkaline pH, as shown later
by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy [EIS]) or simply decomposition of
H2O2 via chemical processes, calling for a future assembly of continuous-flow systems that can store the formed H2O2. However, to prove our hypothesis, we used
the modified electrode several times with new electrolyte, and the FE in the initial
6 hr remained similar. We compared the FEs for the materials calcined at higher temperature (Figure S19), finding that FEs decreased, although they were still good, as a
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Figure 6. Study of the Variation of FE in Relation to pH and Applied Potential and Evaluation of the Stability over Long-Term Electrolysis Experiments
(A–C) FE% of H 2 O 2 produced after 1 hr of electrolysis at three different fixed potentials (for each pH value) using a g-N-CNH modified electrode at pH
1.0 (A), pH 7.4 (B), pH 13.0 (C) at three different potential values for each medium.
(D) Plots of FE percentage versus time.
(E) A stability test at pH 1.0, 7.4, and 13.0 over 24 hr was carried out with a three-electrode cell comprising a working electrode made of g-N-CNHmodified glassy carbon, a counter electrode made of Pt net separated from the bulk solution by a porous membrane, and a reference Ag/AgCl
electrode.

consequence of the lower content of N atoms, thus confirming the strict correlation
between activity and N atoms regardless of pH.
We calculated the H2O2 production rates by g-N-CNHs at each pH after 1, 3, 6, 9,
and 24 hr (Table S1). The rates were normalized by the amount of catalyst and
area of the electrode. Production rates after 1 hr were very high (54, 42, and
73 mmol g1 h1 cm2 at pH 1.0, 7.4, and 13.0, respectively) although there was a
decline over time for successive hours. Interestingly, at pH 1, after the first hour,
the rate remained constant over 24 hr of electrolysis.

DISCUSSION
The mechanism for the ORR with metal-free catalysts is still under discussion. It is
clear that N-doped catalysts can evolve the reduction through two different pathways based on either two-electron or four-electron reduction, generating H2O2 or
H2O, respectively.30 Reduction to water is reported more often,31–33 two-electron
reduction is less frequent, and the selective production of hydrogen peroxide is
very challenging, also considering that, even when formed, H2O2 can undergo
further in situ two-electron reduction to water. Two key factors are the porosity of
the material and the type and amount of N atoms. The porosity of the material is
strongly correlated with the conductivity of the catalyst, influencing also mass and
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electron-transfer processes.34 In particular, the microporosity of the material also
plays a crucial role, because the presence of micropores decreases the residence
time of the H2O2 on the material, thus contributing to prevent further reduction to
water.33,35 In more detail, a likely explanation is that the competition between
H2O2 and the O2 molecule for the active sites is exacerbated by the smaller size of
the pores. Smaller pores would cause an enhanced relative concentration of the
smaller O2 around the active sites, thus decreasing the availability of H2O2 for further
reduction. On the basis of this explanation, the CNHs contribute to define the overall
textural properties of the final material, in particular of the microporous volume,
which is instrumental to gaining a critical amount of micropores. By varying the
core carbon nanostructures, the microporous volume is sensibly reduced, in parallel
with a reduction in selectivity under acidic conditions. This suggests that there is a
dependence between the microporosity and the actual mechanism of reduction,
such that enhanced microporosity favors two-electron reduction. We measured
both lower surface area and lower microporous volume for all g-N-CNT, g-NCNC, and g-N-GO samples than for the g-N-CNHs (see Table S1). However, there
are several other factors likely influencing the mechanism, making the overall picture
rather complex. For example, N doping changes the basicity and hydrophilicity of
the nanocarbon, as well as the surface electronic properties.36 On the basis of previous studies, we also propose that, in our system, there is an increase in the charge
mobility of the nanocarbon, effected by the presence of N heteroatoms onto the surface.37 Overall, compared with undoped nanocarbons, the modified band structure
resulting from N doping lowers the work function at the C/O2 interface.22 The reported studies on ORR by N-doped carbon material point toward a four-electron
reduction of O2. It has been previously reported that pyridinic N sites are the
most active N sites for ORR to H2O because they can weaken O–O bonds by imparting a relatively high positive charge density on the adjacent carbon atoms forming
N–Ca bond polarization.38 In addition, it has been claimed that delocalized lone
pairs from the doped nitrogen (pyridinic) atoms facilitate charge transfer from the
p orbital to the antibonding orbitals in O2, also resulting in weakening of the O–O
bond and driving the reactivity through the four-electron reaction pathway to
water formation.39 XPS analysis showed that all three reference materials g-N-CNTs,
g-N-CNCs, and g-N-GO have a lower Npyridinic/Npyrrole ratio than g-N-CNHs. The
Npyridinic/Npyrrole ratio decreases in the order g-N-CNCs (0.81) < g-N-GO (0.72) <
g-N-CNTs (0.56), which follows the same trend of selectivity decrease under acidic
regimes (g-N-CNCs, FE = 39%; g-N-GO, FE = 25%; g-N-CNTs, FE = 20%), indicating
that in parallel with the microporosity, the relative types of N atoms influence electrocatalysis. In agreement with former literature hypotheses and with other previous
studies,40 it seems reasonable in our case to discern a mechanism dependent on the
different pH regimes applied. Under acidic conditions, the resulting effective protonation of the pyridinic N compromises the ability to weaken the O–O bond, leading to preferential formation of H2O2. In contrast, under neutral or alkaline pH, a
decrease of selectivity toward H2O2 was observed as H2O formation through rupture
of O–O became progressively more available, in strong agreement with the
observed FE% in each electrolyte, with the RRDE experiments, and with the Tafel
analysis (described below). This strongly suggests a prominent role of the pyridinic
N in our carbon nanomaterials. XPS data indicate that thermal treatment at 700 C
does not increase the relative percentage of quaternary or oxidized atoms, as
reported for other similar materials.21 On the contrary, no quaternary or oxidized
N-atom contribution was found for g-N-CNHs, and the total of N atoms consisted
of the catalytically active pyridinic (and to a less extent pyrrolic) N.41 The crucial
involvement of N atoms into the ORR mechanism is further corroborated by the chronoamperometric experiments conducted with g-N-CNHs800 and g-N-CNHs900
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Figure 7. Tafel Analysis of the Catalyst under Different pH Regimes
Tafel plots of logI K versus E (V) for the ORR on the g-N-CNH electrode in oxygen-saturated solution
at pH 1.0 (red line), at pH 7.4 (green line), and at pH 13.0 (blue line) under O2 . Scan rate, 0.05 V s 1 ;
RDE rotation rate, 1,200 rpm.

where the N content was lower, resulting in progressively lower FEs (Figure S19). In
further support of this hypothesis, we noted that a change in the enwrapping polymeric precursor, namely either polypyrrole or polyaniline, resulted in a different distribution of the N atoms, such that the percentage of pyridinic N was higher than that
of pyrrolic N. This also affected the selectivity, which was diminished for both
CNHs@pyrr-700 (FE = 6% at pH 1) and CNHs@PANI-700 (FE = 60% at pH 1). Hence,
it is plausible to partly relate the high selectivity of our catalyst under acidic conditions to the enhanced amount of pyridinic N atoms. Obviously, the overall anatomy
of the mechanistic features determining a switch of selectivity can be dependent
upon several other parameters, calling for additional experiments, particularly density functional theory calculations. However, it is clear from the above experiments
that both microporosity and the amount of pyridinic N play a crucial role. In addition
to the textural and atomic characteristics, the presence of CNHs guarantees an
easier electron transfer onto the material surface where the active N sites are mainly
distributed, promoting the ORR at lower overpotentials. We believe that one other
key aspect of the current selective process (almost totally selective toward H2O2 at
acidic pH) is also partly related to the operative conditions applied, in particular the
fact that the catalyst is active at very low overpotentials, which is a distinctive parameter contributing to high selectivity. Most of the other studies operated at more
negative applied potentials, and thus obtained mixed products or only H2O. This
is proved by the drop in FEs when the bulk electrolysis experiments were conducted
at less positive potential (Figure 6), where the competing four-electron reduction
process starts to be effective. The pH strongly influences the mechanism, which
could be different when passing from acid to alkaline electrolytes. To prove this,
we calculated Tafel plots from RDE experiments at the three pH values. Figure 7
demonstrates that the catalyst shows linear Tafel plots in acidic, neutral, and alkaline
media. The corresponding Tafel slopes were found to be 95 mV dec1 for pH 1.0,
84 mV dec1 for pH 7.4, and 71 mV dec1 for pH 13.0. At lower potentials, the curves
are bent downward, and there is no well-defined linear region found in the plot.
The Tafel plots clearly show the differences in electrode activity in the three different
pH environments and provide further insight on the dependence of the ORR
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mechanism on the nature of the electrolyte; pH can also be investigated on the basis
of Tafel analysis. The different Nernstian slopes obtained agree well with previous
data reported in the literature on heteroatom-doped carbon-based materials as
advanced electrocatalysts for the ORR process (60–120 mV dec1).42–44
According to the RRDE results, a decrease in the Tafel slope from 95 mV dec1 (acid
environment) to ca. 70 mV dec1 (alkaline environment) is consistent with the change
in the reaction pathway from a 2e to (2 + 2)e transfer process and the corresponding rate-determining step, thus further corroborating our interpretation based on
the strong pH dependence of the present catalyst.
In order to gain a better insight into the ORR catalysis, we measured EIS in an
O2-saturated 0.1 M X solution (X = H2SO4, KOH, or PBS) at the potential value corresponding to the maximum FE obtained in the bulk electrolysis experiments by
superimposing an AC signal of 10 mV amplitude over the frequency range from
105 to 102 Hz.45,46
Nyquist plots show two different behaviors depending on the nature of the electrolyte solution. It is observed in Figure S21 that the real and imaginary components of
the Nyquist diagrams diminish in the sequence 0.1 M H2SO4 > 0.1 M PBS > 0.1 M
NaOH. On the other hand, the Nyquist and Bode plots show different shapes, which
can be related to different electrochemical processes. Unlike H2SO4- and PBS-based
electrolytes, the case of NaOH is described by two loops and two time constants in
Nyquist and phase diagrams, respectively. According to the K-L results, it is reasonable to suggest that at pH 13.0, a first time constant is associated with the reduction
of O2 and the formation of H2O2; the second time constant can be attributed to a
second electron-transfer step, presumably the reduction of H2O2 to the formation
of H2O, in agreement with the lower FE in NaOH solution. In contrast, the further
reduction of H2O2 to H2O is strongly disfavored in H2SO4- and PBS-based
electrolytes.
In summary, we confined N-doped porous carbon obtained through thermal annealing of a PDA polymer to the nanoscale through coating of CNHs. The nanocatalyst is
able to trigger the ORR to H2O2 with record performance (very positive onset potential in the 1–13 pH range, almost total FE in the best case, and long-term stability) as
a result of a well-suited set of properties: (1) a high surface area and suitable porosity
dictated by the CNH scaffold; (2) a convenient distribution of different types of N
atoms, the content of which is not much affected by thermal annealing; and (3)
improved conductivity and facilitation of electron-transfer processes. We did
not discern in detail the highly complex mechanism, but thanks to additional
experiments with reference materials, we could pinpoint microporosity and specific
Npyridinic/Npyrrolic ratios as two key parameters affecting the reduction route. The results are very reproducible, in contrast with the general perception of nanocarbons
as highly batch-dependent materials. Given the remarkable catalytic performance
and the lower cost in comparison with traditional precious metal-based catalysts,
this study opens the door to the implementation of viable new strategies for the sustainable production of H2O2.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
H2O2 Determination
The amount of H2O2 after the electrolysis experiments was detected by permanganometric titration. The value reported is the average of nine independent samplings;
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the reproducibility of the material performance was tested with three different
batches of material. The amount of H2O2 produced was further validated by an electro-sensing method developed recently within our group,47 and the two methods
are in excellent agreement.
Synthesis of the Materials
Ox-CNHs
p-CNHs (100 mg) were sonicated in 100 mL of HNO3 (69%) for 15 min. The resulting
dispersion was stirred for 3 hr at 35 C. Cold water (200 mL) was then added to the
reaction and the crude mixture was filtered through a Millipore membrane (JHWP,
0.45 mm) and washed with deionized water until neutralization of the washings.
The black powder was then washed with MeOH and dried with Et2O, affording
99 mg of ox-CNHs.
Ox-CNHs@PDA
Dopamine hydrochloride (400 mg, 2.11 mmol) and ox-CNHs (10 mg) were ultrasonicated in deionized water (40 mL) for 30 min. Tris buffer (pH 8.5, 10 mL, 50 mM)
was then added, and the reaction was stirred for 16 hr at room temperature. The
crude mixture was filtered through a Millipore membrane (JHWP, 0.45 mm) and
washed with cycles of ultrasonication and filtration in water (2 3 50 mL) and ethanol
(2 3 50 mL). The black product was rinsed with Et2O and dried under a vacuum,
affording 50 mg of ox-CNHs@PDA.
g-N-CNHs
Ox-CNHs@PDA (140 mg) were annealed under Ar for 3 hr to afford g-N-CNHs
(92 mg). No further purification was required.
Ox-MWCNTs
HNO3 (69%, 4 mL) and H2SO4 (95%, 12 mL) were mixed in a round-bottom flask.
Then, 100 mg of pristine MWCNTs was added on top. The resulting mixture was sonicated for 5 hr at room temperature. The reaction was then quenched with cold water
(200 mL). The crude mixture was filtered through a Millipore membrane (JHWP,
0.45 mm) and washed with deionized water until neutralization of the washings.
The black powder was then washed with MeOH and dried with Et2O, affording
98 mg of Ox-MWCNTs.
Ox-MWCNTs@PDA
Dopamine hydrochloride (400 mg, 2.11 mmol) and ox-MWCNTs (10 mg) were ultrasonicated in deionized water (40 mL) for 30 min. Tris buffer (pH 8.5, 10 mL, 50 mM)
was then added, and the reaction was stirred for 16 hr at room temperature. The
crude mixture was filtered through a Millipore membrane (JHWP, 0.45 mm) and
washed with cycles of ultrasonication and filtration in water (2 3 50 mL) and ethanol
(2 3 50 mL). The black product was rinsed with Et2O and dried under a vacuum,
affording 43 mg of Ox-MWCNTs@PDA.
g-N-CNTs
Ox-MWCNTs@PDA (154 mg) were annealed under Ar for 3 hr to afford g-N-CNTs
(91 mg). No further purification was required.
GO
In a 100 mL round-bottom flask containing K2S2O8 (200 mg, 0.37 mmol), P2O5
(100 mg, 0.35 mmol), and H2SO4 (10 mL), pristine G (200 mg) was added. The reaction was stirred at 80 C for 4 hr. The crude mixture was cooled down, diluted with
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deionized water (50 mL), filtered through a Millipore membrane (JHWP, 0.45 mm),
and washed with deionized water until neutralization of the washings. The black
powder collected from the Millipore membrane was transferred into a round-bottom
flask and KMnO4 (100 mg, 0.63 mmol) and H2SO4 (20 mL) were added at 0 C. The
mixture was stirred at 35 C for 2 hr. After that, deionized water (20 mL) and 30%
H2O2 (2.4 mL) were added, and the reaction was stirred for 15 min. The crude
mixture was filtered through a Millipore membrane (JHWP, 0.45 mm) and washed
with HCl 1 M (100 mL) and deionized water until neutralization of the washings. Eventually the black powder was washed with MeOH and dried with Et2O, affording
217 mg of GO.
GO@PDA
Dopamine hydrochloride (400 mg, 2.11 mmol) and GO (10 mg) were ultrasonicated
in deionized water (40 mL) for 30 min. Tris buffer (pH 8.5, 10 mL, 50 mM) was
then added, and the reaction was stirred for 16 hr at room temperature. The
crude mixture was filtered through a Millipore membrane (JHWP, 0.45 mm) and
washed with cycles of ultrasonication and filtration in water (2 3 50 mL) and ethanol
(2 3 50 mL). The black product was rinsed with Et2O and dried under a vacuum,
affording 47 mg of GO@PDA.
g-N-GO
GO@PDA (156 mg) was annealed under Ar for 3 hr to afford g-N-GO (91 mg). No
further purification was required.
Ox-CNCs@PDA
Oxidized carbon nanocones (ox-CNCs) were supplied by n-TEC (http://www.n-tec.
no), with an approximate composition of 20% cones, 70% disks, and 10% amorphous
carbon.
Dopamine hydrochloride (1.6 g, 8.44 mmol) and ox-CNCs (40 mg) were ultrasonicated in deionized water (160 mL) for 30 min. Tris buffer (pH 8.5, 40 mL, 50 mM)
was then added, and the reaction was stirred for 16 hr at room temperature. The
crude mixture was filtered through a Millipore membrane (JHWP, 0.45 mm) and
washed with cycles of ultrasonication and filtration in water (2 3 200 mL) and ethanol
(2 3 200 mL). The black product was rinsed with Et2O and dried under a vacuum,
affording 175 mg of Ox-CNCs@PDA.
g-N-CNCs
Ox-CNCs@PDA (130 mg) were annealed under Ar for 3 hr to afford g-N-CNCs
(69 mg). No further purification was required.
Ox-CNHs@PANI
Ox-CNHs (35 mg) and aniline (200 mg, 2.14 mmol) were ultrasonicated in HCl
(10 mL, 2 M) for 15 min. Then, HCl (40 mL, 2 M) was added and the reaction was
cooled down to 0 C–4 C in an ice bath. (NH4)2S2O8 (735 mg, 3.2 mmol) was slowly
added to the reaction, which was mechanically stirred at room temperature for 16 hr.
Then, the crude mixture was filtered through a Millipore membrane (JHWP,
0.45 mm), washed with HCl 1 M (2 3 100 mL), deionized water (3 3 100 mL), and
ethanol (1 3 100 mL), and dried with Et2O, affording 108 mg of ox-CNHs@PANI.
CNHs@PANI-700
Ox-CNHs@PANI (156 mg) were annealed under Ar for 3 hr to afford CNHs@PANI700 (91 mg). No further purification was required.
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Ox-CNHs@polypyrrole
Ox-CNHs (30 mg) were ultrasonicated in water (30 mL) for 5 min. Pyrrole (200 mg,
3.0 mmol), and FeCl2 (16 mg, 0.13 mmol) were added and the mixture was sonicated
for 5 min. Hydrogen peroxide (30%, 1 mL) was added to trigger the polymerization.
The reaction was mechanically stirred for 16 hr at room temperature. Then, the crude
mixture was filtered through a Millipore membrane (JHWP, 0.45 mm), washed
with deionized water (3 3 100 mL) and ethanol (1 3 100 mL), and dried with Et2O,
affording 86 mg of Ox-CNHs@polypyrrole.
CNHs@Pyrr-700
Ox-CNHs@polypyrrole (70 mg) were annealed under Ar for 3 hr to afford
CNH@Pyrr-700 (34 mg). No further purification was required.
Electroactive Surface Area
Calculation of the electroactive surface area (EASA) was done as follows: CV from
0.15 to 1.65 V versus RHE was recorded in 0.5 mM of hydroquinone (HQ) in 0.1 M
PBS, and the peak potential of the oxidation peak was set as the working potential
for chrono-amperometry experiments 20 s long. This is the time necessary to allow
the formation of a monomolecular layer of HQ onto the modified GCE electrode.
The EASA was calculated according to the following equation:
Q=

nFACD 1=2
ðptÞ1=2

;

(Equation 2)

where n is the number of electrons involved, F is the Faraday constant (96,485 C
mol1), A is the geometric area of the GCE (0.07 cm2), C is the concentration of
HQ in mol cm3, D is the diffusion coefficient (0.85 3 105 cm2 s1), and t is
time.
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